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The Latin panegyrical texts we possess and read today constitute only a minor 
part of the corpus originating from the centuries of the Roman Empire and the 
Late Antiquity. In a broader sense, the genre indicates all kinds of ceremonial 
and eulogistic speeches that could be performed, recited and/or published on 
great occasions such as enthronements, inaugurations, weddings and the like. 
The most accurate and specific examples of these orations are the imperial 
panegyrics. These masterpieces always focus on rulers, containing some sort 
of political message. In general, they are meant for public performance filled 
with allusions and literary devices. Mostly, they follow the features of basilikos 
logos described by Menander Rhetor.
The author of panegyrics also counts on future readers; for this reason, he 
portrays his honorand as a significant person in world history. The author also 
praises his extensive rhetorical and philosophical knowledge. Quoting and 
repeating some well-known sentences or verses of Greek and Roman – espe-
cially epic – literature, the writer of the panegyric finds the way to integrate 
the ruler into the world of immortal heroes. Accordingly, the author becomes 
a mediator between a heros and his admirers – the ruler and his subjects. Hence 
the panegyric could turn into a medium of political propaganda.
This genre could also serve as source for some comprehensive research, 
especially if we call for understanding the culture of a more puzzling era. 
Historiographical views on the Late Antiquity are quite multiple and filled 
with aspects that are contradictory yet inseparable – may it be the dichotomies 
of Roman and barbarian, Roman and Byzantine, or Christian and pagan. 
However, the prestige of auctoritas and vetustas was of crucial importance. 
The glorification of a marvellous past completed any kind of concept of the 
world passing and changing. Furthermore, the idea of the everlasting Roman 
Empire was guaranteed by preserving or even rewriting the inherited texts. 

* This study has been prepared with the support of the research project OTKA NN-104456.
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This act could function as a continuous dialogue between past and present. 

In addition, panegyrical texts reveal the ideologies, tastes and identities of their 

addressees. Nevertheless, identifying the audience of these Late Antiquity works 

quite problematic. In this essay, I will examine the similes included in a Latin 

panegyric, In laudem Iustini Augusti minoris, written by Flavius Cresconius 

Corippus, an African poet who probably lived and died in Constantinople.1

Corippus is known as the author of two epic poems: Iohannis sive de bel-

lis Libycis, in eight books, glorifying the Byzantine general; and In laudem 

Iustini Augusti minoris, in four books, celebrating Justin II’s ascendance to the 

throne. The Iohannis deals with John Troglita’s campaign conducted against 

the insurgent Moorish tribes. Corippus’ poetic intention is declared in the 

preface: he wants posterity to know about the commander and his triumph, 

since literature eulogizes and eternalizes all illustrious men and all illustrious 

poets, although he calls himself untalented, probably using a literary topos.2 

After his success in Carthage, he moved to Constantinople. He probably found 

the favour of the emperors, Justinian I and Justin II, and that of high-ranking 

officials. Reading the first preface of his second work, his poetic purposes are 

less explicit. He claims to have previously written about peoples and battles, 

whereas now it is time to sing of greater things, so that Justin will give him 

material and power (In laud. praef. 36–9).

“Nudatus propriis et plurima vulnera passus

ad medicum veni, precibus pia pectora pulsans,

ad medicum verbo pestem qui submovet uno

et sine conposito medicamine vulnera curat.

Huic ego sananti, si qua est fiducia servis,

grates semper ago, et pro munere carmina porto.”

(In laud. praef. 43–8)3

1 Baldwin, B., The Career of Corippus. CQ (New Series) 28 (1978) 372–6; Cameron, Averil, 

The Career of Corippus again. CQ (New Series) 30 (1980) 534–9.
2 “Omnia nota facit longaeuo littera mundo, / dum memorat ueterum proelia cuncta ducum” 

(Ioh. praef. 5f.); “sed non Vergilio carmina digna cano” (Ioh. praef. 16); “ductorem egregium 

docto non carmine canto” (Ioh. praef. 23); “quid quod ego ignarus” (Ioh. praef. 25). Flavii 

Cresconii Corippi Iohannidos seu de bellis Libycis libri VIII, ed. Diggle, J. – Goodyear, F. R. 

D. Cambridge 1970.
3 “Bereft of my possessions and after suffering many wounds I have come to a doctor, beating on 

his pious breast with my entreaties, to a doctor who removes illness with one word and who tends 

wounds without any manufactured remedy. To him, if subjects have any loyalty, I give continual 

thanks for his cure, and in place of payment I bring my poetry.” Flavius Cresconius Corippus: In 
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It seems unnecessary to analyse the author’s so-called illness; however, we can 

make an attempt to understand the phrase pro munere carmina porto. Before 

assessing the role of similes, I would like to sum up the most significant mat-

ters of his poem.

Despite the form of the title, In laudem Iustini, it is not a panegyricus or 

laudatio in a literal sense. Panegyrical details are infrequent on the whole; which 

is inhabited by a strong narrative drive. Several times, the text is reminiscent of 

epic poems.4 It contains two catalogues and two ekphraseis, and there is even an 

epiphany of the Pietas. The poem itself is thus neither panegyrical in structure, 

nor epic in the usual sense. Corippus informs us about the arrangements, 

and quotes Justin’s and Sophia’s prayers and Justin’s speech in the Palatium 

and in the Hippodrom. The poet gives an account of the Avar embassy, then, 

at the end, he describes the consular inauguration. Finally, unlike in his first 

work, the author does not elude the Christian-related aspects, but uses them 

to explain some details.

Throughout the poem, Corippus seeks to give the impression that Justin’s 

accession is smooth and inevitable: he is the one chosen by God to succeed 

to the throne, there is no hint of opposition. Hence, certain keywords appear 

constantly throughout the poem: pius, felix, laetus, clemens, serenus, divinus, 

sanctus and sacer. Metaphors linked to the emperor are mostly lux, lumen and 

other synonyms. Some similes also adhere to this idea, and of that of renovatio. 

Therefore, it is not unexpected that almost every simile describes natural 

phenomena, especially weather (clouds, rainstorms, stars), trees and birds, 

sometimes featured together, and a hive.5 There are only two quasi-Christian 

similes: the phoenix image (1,349–54) and the analogy of the ‘good shepherd’ 

in quite a neutral context, as Averil Cameron notices (4,198–205).6 This in 

turn can be related to agricultural similes which – of course – emphasize the 

idea of renovatio again.7 Moreover, this thought also comes to the foreground 

in Justin’s speech in the 2nd book.

laudem Iustini Augusti minoris libri 4, ed. and transl. Cameron, Averil. London 1976.
4 Schindler, C., Flavius Cresconius Corippus: Spätantike Verspanegyrik als heroische Großepik. 

In Schindler, C., Per carmina laudes. Untersuchungen zur spätantiken Verspanegyrik von 

Claudian bis Coripp. Berlin – New York 2009. 227–310.
5 Weather: In laud. 2,92–7; 2,288–93; 2,327–30; 3,44–6; 3,182–7; 3,228–30; 4,251–4; tree: 1,227–

37; 2,78–83; 2,320–4; 3,170–6; birds: 1,227–37; 3,50–4; 4,256–63.
6 Cameron (n. 3) 200.
7 Agriculture: In laud. 1,124–9; 2,238–47; 4,148–50; 4,168–x; 4,215–23.
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“Agricolae sua rura colunt, cultuque diurno

inplorant fructus, et terram vomere findunt,

dividiturque bonis gratus labor ille colonis (…)

Novit culta suos tellus ditare colonos.

Sic bene promeritos donis res publica ditat,

terra velut pinguis, cuius spes magna senatus

hic floret virtute, fide, gravitate, rigore:

hanc quicumque colunt, multum mercedis habebunt.”

(In laud. 2,238–40; 245–8)8

Here, the senate members are addressed and lectured on how to fulfil their 

duties, but on the other hand, senators and officials are glorified throughout 

the poem as well – Callinicus, Narses, Tiberius (to name but a few) and other 

patricians. “The roll-call of imperial officials, together with the miniature 

panegyrics on persons influential at court, show that Corippus had these 

court circles in mind; no doubt he hoped to gain redress for his troubles by 

the intervention of these important men whose encouragement he already 

perhaps optimistically claims.”9 Additionally, one may wonder whether they 

understood Corippus’ poem word by word. Presumably, not even Emperor 

Justin did. We do not have any exact information about who really knew Latin 

or who was expected to know Latin in his circles.

We know that Justinian’s native language was Latin, although, after 535, he 

used Greek or Latin consistently in his novellae.10 He wrote in Latin, address-

ing the praefecti and bishops of reoccupied western territories, the quaestor 

sacri palatii (in Greek to the magister officiorum, comes sacrarum largitionum 

and comes rerum privatarum), also in Latin to the senate until 539. Even if the 

state demanded the use of Latin in some cases (διὰ τὸ τῆϛ πολιτείας σχῆμα), 

he admitted Greek to be the convenient language for his people, especially 

after losing the western parts of the empire. Justin II adopted this practice.11 

8 “Farmers tend their land, and ask for crops by their daily care, and break up the earth with 

their ploughshare, and the pleasing toil is divided among the good husbandmen. (...) The land 

under cultivation knows how to enrich its husbandmen. In the same way the state enriches 

with gifts those who have served it well, like the rich earth.”
9 Cameron (n. 3) 5.
10 Adamik, B., Nyelvpolitika Iustinianus előtt és alatt. In: Nyelvpolitika a Római Birodalomban. 

Budapest 2006. 91–119.
11 He also sent a relic of the True Cross to the people of Rome bearing a Latin inscription: ligno 

quo Christus humanum subdidit hostem dat Romae Iustinus opem et socia decorem. (Socia could 

be his wife, Sophia.)
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However, Justin II was not a native speaker of Latin. Therefore, why would 

a writer decide to praise him in Latin? The question is especially imminent 

if we think about poems written for recitation as in the case of prologue of 

Iohannis. Why does Corippus bring his poetry (carmina porto) to him? There 

is no question of its being intended for a western audience, and a major Latin 

poem dealing with the intimacies of Greek-speaking court life, was not unique. 

Nevertheless, we should investigate this gesture in more detail.

As Michael Whitby summarizes, “despite his age and the conspiracies of his 

latter years, Justinian took no steps to designate a successor. Whether he could 

not decide between the merits of various relatives, or preferred to allow the 

traditional constituencies of senate to select a candidate, is unknown.”12 Before 

news of Justinian’s death could spread, his nephew, the former curopalatus Justin 

was crowned on the same day. Corippus must have been in Constantinople 

during Justinian’s reign. Therefore, to keep his position in the court or to ac-

quire a higher one, he composed a panegyrical epic poem about Justin which 

he started to write right after the events that the poem tells about. He finished 

his work within one year, probably as an old man. “Huic ego sananti, si qua est 

fiducia servis, / grates semper ago, et pro munere carmina porto” (In laud. praef. 

47f). This actually means: I bring my poetry in place of payment, therefore my 

poetry will show the audience that you are the chosen successor.

Now let us return to the similes. By employing the phoenix image, Corippus 

continues the idea of renovatio, and what he has in mind is Claudian’s short 

poem De phoenice and the image in the 2nd book of Stilicho.13 Its function is 

rather to reinforce the idea of Justin as the reincarnation of Justinian, as Averil 

Cameron notices in her commentary. Corippus treated Justin like divine 

epiphanies, above the level of ordinary people:

“qualis ab Oceani liquidis sol aureus undis

splendentes mittit radios, rutilusque serenum

fundit ubique diem mundumque inluminat omnem

lucis honore suae.” (In laud. 4,251–4)14

12 Cameron, Averil – Ward-Perkins, B. – Whitby, Michael (eds.), The Cambridge Ancient 

History Vol. XIV. Late Antiquity: Empire and Successors, A. D. 425–600. Cambridge 2008. 86.
13 “Ales ut exustos cum phoenix innovat artus / a busto recidiva suo, concentus in unum / stans 

avium spectat solem solisque volucrem / dum veniat, regemque novum clamore salutant.” – 

“Like when the phoenix renews its burned limbs, alive again from its own pyre, and the whole 

throng of birds together stands watching for the sun and the bird of the sun to appear, and 

greets the new king with a shout.” (In laud. 1,349–52)
14 “Like when the golden sun sends his glittering rays from the liquid waters of Ocean and with 
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Moreover, the officials and patricians receive similar portrayals: for example, 

Marcellus and Baduarius “shone like twin glittering stars, the stars which 

adorn the heavens with the brighter flame, and which alone can be seen with 

the risen sun when the band of stars flees, when all the constellations grow 

dim and when the risen sun looks upon the grasses as it breathes upon them 

and a new day covers up the stars” (In laud. 2,288–93). The star imagery is 

extremely common in honorific poetry of the period, and not only on impe-

rial themes.

In addition, there is another recurring image: the tree – in the 1st book 

Justinian’s body is like a tree fallen by age which spreads its drooping branches 

over the wide earth, and birds mourn over him (In laud. 1,227–37); in the 3rd 

book the excubitores stand like leafy oaks (3,170–6); in the 2nd book Sophia is 

like a shoot which grows from the root of a mother tree and raises her happy 

boughs to the joyful breezes (2,78–83) – here we can recognize the key motifs of 

the whole poem, connected with renovation. Notwithstanding these examples, 

the most notorious tree symbol in the In laudem occurs in the second preface, 

in the panegyric in praise of quaestor Anastasius:

“... Tu fertilis arbor

Augusto de fonte bibens: fons maximus aulae est

communis benefactor erus fons omnia ditans,

qui tua per latas eduxit brachia terras

et populos vestra requiescere fecit in umbra.

Hoc mihi da de fonte bibam: tu pabula praebes,

fons mihi dulcis aquas.”  (In laud. praef. Anast. 18–24)15

Anastasius was the head of the bureau to whom the emperor had recommended 

Corippus, and with his support, Corippus could offer his poem, as a kind of 

payment to the emperor for his appointment – this is how Cameron reacts to 

Barry Baldwin’s scepticism about the phrase sacri apices. This preface must have 

been composed before Addaeus and Aetherius were accused of conspiracy, for 

Anastasius and John the Patriarch were involved in the plot as well.

The other chronological concern acknowledged by philologists is that 

Corippus stopped writing the poem at the end of the 3rd book. Then, later on, 

his yellow light sends clear day everywhere and illuminates the whole world with glory of his 

radiance.”
15 “You are the fertile tree, drinking from the imperial spring. Our lord and common benefactor 

is the great spring of the court, the spring that enriches all. Grant to me that I may drink from 

this spring. You supply me with food, the sweet spring with water.”
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the 4th book informs us about the consular inauguration. The similes here 

are quite remarkable: beyond the images repeated (sun and stars) and a hive 

collecting nectar which stands to illustrate people walking in the woods there 

are three significant agricultural similes. 1) The senators take the gifts of the 

consul like farmers carrying the gifts of the fertile land (4,148–50) – recall-

ing Justin’s speech in the 2nd book. The other two have become personal in 

a way: 2) people enter the palace and wait for the arrival of the consul, raise 

their eyes to the royal doorway: “haut secus ut Libyci terra sitiente coloni / 

nubila suspiciunt, moto cum fulgura caelo / prima micant, crebroque tonans 

Notus inplicat aethram,” etc (4, 215–23).16 3) Unfortunately, the third simile 

is incomplete because of a lacuna, but it follows the orators’ eulogy who sing 

the praises of the imperial consul in both languages:

“Fontis Niliaci si quisquam aut hauriat undas

et bibat, aut bibulis rivos inducat harenis,

ipse quidem satiatur aquis, satiantur et agri

si quos ille rigat; fontes et flumina replet,

et praebet largas haurire volentibus undas…” (4,168–x)17

After the lacuna, Corippus uses the first person plural which can be found 

only here: this scene could represent the greeting of poets.

Accordingly, in the last book of his poem, Corippus slightly suggests that 

he is the poet who came from the land of river Nile, who wrote the epic poem 

De bellis Libycis – who succeeded by writing those three books of Iustini, who 

received his munus – pro munere carmina porto. Moreover, he uses these terms 

in an agricultural context, which is the closest connection to the senatorial 

circle – we just need to think of Justin’s speech here. However, the chosen words 

are also reminiscent of the lines addressed to Anastasius, the so-called fons. His 

carmina glorify Justin, declare him to be the chosen one, emphasize his role in 

reviving the empire and the whole world as a fertile and flourishing land. He is 

the successor of Justinian – and this must be accepted in the court. Corippus’ 

audience is the court, the Palace, where the geminae linguae, the co-existence 

16 “Just as when Libyan farmers look up at the clouds when the earth is dry, when the first thun-

derbolts flash out and the sky is moved and Notus throws the air into confusion with frequent 

thunderclaps.”
17 “If anyone were to drink and drain the waters of the Nile, or bring streams to the thirsty sands, 

he himself is satisfied by the water and so are the fields, if he irrigates any; he fills fountains 

and rivers and offers those who wish it wide flowing waters to drink…”
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of Latin and Greek are still important in the ceremonies. The Palace during 

Justinian’s reign could have been crowded by his Latin-speaking personal of-

ficials. Corippus’ poem is aimed (beyond the emperor and his circle) at the 

above mentioned minor Latin-speaking community. Corippus made sure they 

also acknowledged the legitimacy of Justin’s reign. As a payment, he could 

stay in, come back or enter the court. Considering his first poem and literary 

history handbooks – he could do so as the last Roman epic poet.


